Abstract. The structure of Riemann solutions to certain systems of conservation laws can be so complicated that the classical constructions are unable to establish their global existence and stability. For systems of two conservation laws, classically the local solution is found by intersecting two wave curves specified by the Riemann data. The intersection point represents the intermediate constant state that typically appears in such solutions. In this paper, we construct the wave curves in a three-dimensional manifold which is globally foliated by shock curves, and where rarefaction and composite curves are naturally defined. The main innovation in this paper is the construction of a differ- construction has the potential of establishing structural stability properties globally, i.e., for all initial data. This is its main advantage over the classical construction, which is intrinsically local. The construction presented in this work is demonstrated for a family of quadratic polynomial flux functions and their perturbations.
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A. V. AZEVEDO, C. S. ESCHENAZI, D. MARCHESIN, AND C. F. B. PALMEIRA construction has the potential of establishing structural stability properties globally, i.e., for all initial data. This is its main advantage over the classical construction, which is intrinsically local. The construction presented in this work is demonstrated for a family of quadratic polynomial flux functions and their perturbations.
Introduction.
Lax's well known theorem establishing the existence and stability of Riemann solutions for systems of conservation laws under certain hypotheses is simple and elegant because shocks and rarefaction waves are parametrized by curves that form a local coordinate system. The rarefaction curves are the integral curves of a line field in state space, so they foliate state space and form a coordinate system naturally, which can be global. However, shock curves do not foliate state space, so they can only be part of an approximate coordinate system, which is necessarily local. This is the main obstacle in attempting to generalize Lax's construction so that it becomes global. We have been able to replace state space by a higher-dimensional space that includes directions. In this space, called the wave manifold, both rarefaction curves and shock curves form foliations (possibly with singularities). In this work we show how one can use the wave manifold to generalize both Lax's and Liu's constructions of Riemann solutions for systems of two conservation laws, by introducing the new concept of intermediate surfaces, which replace wave curves. These surfaces are necessary because we found out that wave curves are not nice objects in the wave manifold. We show how Riemann solutions can be constructed by intersecting the intermediate surfaces determined by the left and right Riemann data. We show that this construction is stable under perturbations of data and of flux functions. Because shocks and rarefactions are foliations, there is no obstacle to constructing the Riemann solutions globally, i.e., for all Riemann data. The global construction is the object of future work.
Let us backtrack; the solution of the Riemann problem for a 2 × 2 system of conservation laws U t + F (U ) x = 0 (1.1) with initial data
2) where U = U (x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t)) T and F (u, v) = (f (u, v), g(u, v))
T in C 3 , is usually constructed by using appropriately selected shock, rarefaction and composite rarefactionshock curves to build the wave curve from the state U L , as well as the reverse wave curve from U R . We obtain the parametrization of the Riemann solution as a sequence of curve arcs connecting the left and right states, with speed increasing from left to right; this is an important property that arises from the definition of solutions of (1.1)-(1.2), which are functions of x/t.
The solution is constructed by intersecting the wave curve from U L with the reverse wave curve from U R . Provided that the speed of the fastest wave from U L is lower than the speed of the slowest wave from U R , this intersection determines the constant intermediate state in the Riemann solution. When the geometry of the wave curves is non-trivial, the procedure of finding the intersection is unwieldy to determine the global structure of the solution.
In order to construct this solution, rather than utilizing the wave curves in the planar state space, we advocate the usage of a 3-dimensional wave manifold M 3 , which was introduced for 2 × 2 quadratic systems in [10] and generalized to n × n systems in [8] .
In the current work we show how this geometric framework enables the construction and the study of structural stability of Riemann solutions. Curves that parametrize rarefactions, shocks and rarefaction-shock (or composite) waves for 2 × 2 quadratic systems were studied in [15] , [10] , [4] , and [2] in this framework. Neither the entropy admissibility of shock waves nor the geometric consistency of wave sequences were taken into account in those early works. In the current paper we introduce Liu's entropy admissibility criterion within the wave manifold context.
In order to parametrize Riemann solutions in the wave manifold, we construct a 2-dimensional surface associated to U L , representing intermediate constant states of the Riemann solutions within the wave manifold. This intermediate surface is intersected with the reverse wave curve associated to U R , also built in the wave manifold. Since this construction is done in a three-dimensional manifold, transversality is frequent and it implies structural stability of the Riemann solution.
We will assume that the flux functions satisfy certain regularity conditions, which are valid for conservation laws with quadratic flux functions such as the models considered in [15] , [10] , and [4] . We have studied quadratic flux functions because they are the first nontrivial case and because of their importance in applications such as magnetohydrodynamics and elasticity; see [17] and [18] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of the wave manifold M 3 and extend to this manifold the concepts of all the relevant curves: Hugoniot, Hugoniot , rarefaction and composite curves. We also distinguish the characteristic, sonic and sonic surfaces [8] , and discuss their relationships. In Section 3 we extend to M 3 Liu's admissibility criterion and introduce local 1-shock and local reverse 2-shock curves. We also show that this admissibility criterion in M 3 implies Lax's inequalities for the shocks studied here. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of admissible rarefactions and composite curves and construct the wave curves in M 3 . In Section 5 we make use of the wave curves to introduce the intermediate surface W . These surfaces and curves are used in Section 6 to construct Riemann solutions in M 3 . Technical proofs are presented in the appendices.
Preliminaries.
The solution of the Riemann problem for (1.1)-(1.2) is a sequence of shock waves, rarefaction waves and constant states. In this paper we will consider Riemann solutions with only one intermediate constant state, separating slow waves from fast waves.
Shocks between states U and U are certain discontinuous solutions of (1.1) that satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
where U and U in R 2 are the states at the left and right ends of the shock and s = s(U, U ) is the propagation speed of the shock. Besides (2.1), shocks satisfy other restrictions that will be discussed later.
Writing U = (u, v)
T and U = (u , v ) T and eliminating s from the two equations in (2.1), one obtains
This equation defines a set P in (U, U )-space; its diagonal U = U is denoted by Δ. Provided zero is a regular value for H| R 4 −Δ , P is a 3-dimensional manifold which is singular along Δ. The fact that Δ is contained in P reflects the fact that constant solutions U = U always satisfy (1.1) and (2.1). For a point (U, U ) in P, we call U its first coordinate and U its last coordinate. We can use (2.1) to obtain s as a real function defined in P outside of Δ. In order to cope with the singular set Δ, we perform a blow up of P along Δ to get a 3-dimensional manifold M 3 , which is called the wave manifold for (1.1). The cornerstone of this process is the usage of the projective angle of the vector U − U . We introduce new coordinatesŪ ,V , X, Y and Z, defined by equation (A.1). In these coordinates, M 3 is given by two equations: Y = ZX and G(Ū,V , X, Y, Z) = 0, which is equation (2.2) in these coordinates. The diagonal Δ intersects M 3 transversally along a surface called the characteristic, which is denoted by C.
Given a point U in M 3 which corresponds to a point (U, U ) in P, somewhat improperly we will say that U=(U, U ). This nomenclature is justified by the fact that M 3 −C is diffeomorphic to P −Δ, and that it simplifies the definitions and statements of properties of Hugoniot and Hugoniot curves to be introduced now.
Given a point U − ∈ M 3 with first coordinate U − = (u − , v − ), we define the Hugoniot curve through U − in M 3 (denoted by sh(U − )) as the set of points (U − , U ), i.e., points with fixed left state U = U − . Let π : M 3 −→ R 2 be defined by π(U, U ) = U . The projection by π of the Hugoniot curve onto the U -plane is the classical Rankine-Hugoniot curve (2.2) through U − .
For U + ∈ M 3 with last coordinate U + , we also define the Hugoniot curve (denoted by sh (U + )) as the set of points (U, U + ) in M 3 , i.e., points with fixed right state U = U + , as in [8] . It is easy to show that one can define a smooth function s(U) for all U in M 3 which coincides with the classical definition of shock speed,
One can show that Hugoniot curves foliate M 3 , except at certain points of singularity, which form the so-called secondary bifurcation locus; see [8] and [10] . A similar remark is valid for Hugoniot curves. The Hugoniot and Hugoniot curves were (somewhat improperly) called shock and shock curves in [8] , [10] and [4] .
The characteristic surface C represents infinitesimally small shocks U ∼ = U ; one can show that s extends to C smoothly and equals a real eigenvalue of dF (U ), i.e., a characteristic speed of (1.1), hence the name of this surface. To each point U ∈ C one associates either the slow characteristic speed λ s (U ) or the fast characteristic speed λ f (U ), defined as the eigenvalues
The image of C by π is called the hyperbolic region. The complement of the hyperbolic region is called the elliptic region ER. The boundary between the elliptic and hyperbolic regions is a locus E. The preimage E = π −1 (E) is the singular set of the map π; see [8] . Since the characteristic speeds coincide at both E and E, we call these two loci coincidence loci. The coincidence locus E splits C into two submanifolds, C s and C f , associated with λ s and λ f , respectively. For quadratic flux functions the locus E is a conic section. Generically, the coincidence locus E in M 3 consists of fold points of π.
see [8] . In this paper, for a given point U in M 3 , we define U s , U f , U s and U f to be the points
Using the classical notation of conservation laws, for U = (U, U ) the following equalities hold:
Remark 2.1. Following the notation introduced above, for a given point
Rarefaction waves are smooth solutions of (1.1) of the form U (x/t). They are parametrized by rarefaction curves, which lie in the characteristic surface C. This surface is foliated by integral curves of a line field, called the rarefaction line field [15, 8] . The projections of this line field belonging to C s and to C f are the eigenvectors of dF corresponding to λ s and λ f , respectively. As we will see in Section 4.1, the rarefaction curves in C are oriented arcs of such integral curves. The projections of rarefaction curves onto the U -plane produce classical rarefaction curves.
We introduce the following simplifying assumptions, which are used only in this paper:
Assumption 2.1. We will deal only with points U = (U, U ) in M 3 with U and U in the hyperbolic region, so that the points U s and U f in (2.3) always exist. Assumption 2.2. We consider only Hugoniot and Hugoniot curves that are diffeomorphic to R; of course, they do not contain points in the secondary bifurcation locus.
The critical points of the speed function s restricted to Hugoniot curves define a surface called sonic, denoted by Son. Similarly, the critical points of s restricted to Hugoniot curves define a surface called sonic , denoted by Son [10, 8] . The intersection of Son and Son consists of a curve in C called the inflection locus I and sometimes another curve outside of C called the double contact locus D [8] . In the classical context, the inflection locus is the curve where the characteristic speed reaches an extremum along rarefaction curves, while the double sonic locus is the curve where the shock speed is equal to the characteristic speeds at both the left and the right states. [8] and [4] . We denote by Son s the set of points U ∈ Son such that
A point U ∈ Son s represents a slow right-characteristic discontinuity in the classical language of conservation laws. Similarly, a point U ∈ Son s represents a slow leftcharacteristic discontinuity. Analogous observations hold for points in Son f and Son f .
Since s along Hugoniot curves is critical on Son s , generically it has an extremum, except at points that define the hysteresis curve; see Prop. 7.7 and Def. 7.8 in [8] . As explained there, for a point (U, U ) of the hysteresis curve, Lax's genuine nonlinearity condition fails at U ; in other words, the point (U , U ) lies on the inflection locus in C s . An analogous observation holds for points in Son f and C f .
For systems with quadratic polynomial fluxes the topological description of rarefaction curves was studied in [15] and [3] , of Hugoniot curves in [10] , and of composite curves in [4] . For such flux functions, M 3 is diffeomorphic to a Möbius band times R. As explained in [15] , depending on the values of certain parameters in the flux F , the system of conservation laws belongs to one of the four cases in the classification of Schaeffer and Shearer [16] .
Actually, [4] and [15] use the classification introduced by Sotomayor and Gutierrez in [7] . The correspondence is immediate (cases D1, D2, D3.2 and D3.1 of [15] and [4] correspond to cases IV , III, II and I of [16] , respectively).
In cases I-III, Hugoniot curves in the wave manifold generically have three connected components, all diffeomorphic to R. In case IV , Hugoniot curves are connected and generically diffeomorphic to R. In all cases, C, Son and Son are embedded in M 3 and diffeomorphic to cylinders.
Admissible shocks in M
3 . In this section we define shock curves, i.e., arcs of Hugoniot curves in M 3 , consisting of pairs that satisfy certain restrictions. Our motivation is to generalize Liu's construction of Riemann solutions in [9] , which involves finding the intersection between 1-wave curves and reverse 2-wave curves.
In [9] Liu extended Oleinik's celebrated condition to strictly hyperbolic systems of conservation laws [14] . He required that shock solutions satisfy the entropy condition
for every U between U − and U + on the Hugoniot curve from the left state U − , which is a simple curve arc under Assumption 2.2. Transversality of the wave curves was ensured globally by an extra condition that fails for quadratic flux functions. Our construction does not require this extra condition. Remark 3.1. Along a Hugoniot curve the speed s is critical only at Son; therefore where sh(U − ) crosses C or Son away from inflection and double contact loci, s is not stationary. Analogously, along a Hugoniot curve s is critical only at Son ; therefore where sh (U + ) crosses C or Son away from inflection and double contact loci, s is not stationary.
We will make the following assumption, which is valid for quadratic flux functions and their perturbations, as shown in Appendix B.
Assumption 3.1. Let V in M 3 be a neighborhood of a point U in C away from the inflection and the coincidence loci. Let V 1 be one of the two connected components of V − C. In this paper we assume that if s decreases along the Hugoniot curve through U into V 1 , then s increases along the Hugoniot curve through U into V 1 . A similar statement is assumed to hold if s increases along the Hugoniot curve into V 1 .
Based on condition (3.1) in Liu's construction, we define the local 1-shock curve from U s in C s as the closure of the maximal arc of the Hugoniot curve starting at U s with decreasing s. In particular, any point U = (U, U ) inside the local 1-shock curve satisfies
We denote the local 1-shock curve from U s by S 1 (U s ). We prove now that discontinuities parametrized by local 1-shock curves satisfy Lax's shock inequalities (3.3), under the additional hypothesis that in the local 1-shock curve there are no hysteresis points. This restriction is somewhat weaker than Lax's genuine nonlinearity requirement. First we prove the inequalities locally. Taking a point U in C s , from Remark 2.1 we
implies that s(U s ) < s(U). It follows from the continuity of s that s(U) < s(U f ).
In summary, in a neighborhood of C s , points in a local 1-shock curve satisfy Lax's criterion for admissible 1-shocks:
Actually, any point in a local 1-shock curve satisfies (3.3) . This follows from the fact that the first point U at which the second or third inequality in (3.3) is violated, i.e., where
Because of our additional restriction, at this point s indeed reaches an extremum along the Hugoniot curve, reversing the direction of decreasing s, so that the arc ends. If neither the second nor the third inequality in (3.3) is violated, the Hugoniot curve through U in V 1 does not reach the sonic surface, i.e., s decreases along this curve so that the first inequality in (3.3) is preserved.
We remark that if Lax's requirement that the flux function F be genuinely nonlinear is also imposed, then Liu's condition and Lax's criterion are equivalent.
In general, there exist non-local shock curves. Usually, they consist of arcs of points representing shocks that satisfy other admissibility criteria, such as the existence of viscous profiles [6, 12] . Often, under appropriate conditions the several criteria are equivalent for local shock curves. Non-local shock curves will not be considered here, except in Theorem 5.1. We have proven the following lemma that describes local 1-shock curve arcs.
Lemma 3.2. Generically, a local 1-shock curve is an arc starting at C s that either (i) stops at Son or (ii) is unbounded.
The projection by π of the local 1-shock curve with left state U L (i.e., with first coordinate U L ) onto the state space U consists of classical Lax shocks from U L associated to family 1, or 1-shocks. We denote this projection by S 1 (U L ).
We remark that a local 1-shock curve S 1 (U s ) does not intersect the surface Son . In fact, if U ∈ S 1 (U s ) ∩ Son , then s(U) = s(U s ). As s is decreasing along S 1 (U s ), s must reach a minimum before S 1 (U s ) intersects Son . Since critical points of the shock speed s are at Son, by Lemma 3.2 the curve S 1 (U s ) stops at this point.
Based on (3.1) in Liu's construction, we define the local reverse 2-shock curve from U f in C f as the closure of the maximal arc of the Hugoniot curve starting at U f with increasing s. In particular, any point U in a local reverse 2-shock curve satisfies
We denote a local reverse 2-shock curve by S r 2 (U f ). Again, in regions of strict hyperbolicity our construction of local reverse 2-shock curves implies that Lax's inequalities for family 2 shocks hold:
Given a point U * ∈ C f , we emphasize that sh (U * ) and S r 2 (U * ) do not coincide. While the former is obtained by fixing the right coordinate of U * , the latter is obtained by fixing the left coordinate of U * ; of course these two curves are not tangent at U * .
Generically, a local reverse 2-shock curve is an arc starting at C f that either stops at Son or is unbounded. The proof of this fact is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.
We remark that in the classical context of conservation laws, a point (
Wave curves. In general, wave curves in M
3 consist of arcs of admissible shock curves, rarefaction curves and composite curves of the same family. In this work, we will focus on local wave curves, which consist of local shock, rarefaction and composite arcs. The admissible local shock curves in M 3 were described in Section 3. We describe the construction of admissible local rarefaction curves and admissible local composite curves in M 3 in Subsection 4.1. We construct the local wave curves used in this paper in Subsection 4.2. The projections by π of these local wave curves onto (u , v )-space are some of the wave curves described by Liu in [9] ; here we consider wave curves containing only local shock curves and local rarefaction and composite curves (defined below) to shorten the list of cases. Wave curves in the classical context were studied in [9] and [11] .
4.1. Admissible rarefaction curves and composite curves. In this section we describe the rarefaction curves and composite curves; in the case of quadratic flux functions these curves were described in [15] and [4] , respectively.
The local 1-rarefaction curve from U s ∈ C s is the arc of the rarefaction curve starting at U s , with s increasing away from U s . We denote this curve by R 1 (U s ). The speed along R 1 (U s ) is the 1-characteristic speed. This curve starts at U s and either is unbounded or stops at the 1-inflection or coincidence fold loci. The latter case will not occur in the examples presented in this paper.
At the inflection locus the 1-characteristic speed along the 1-rarefaction curve is critical; generically it attains a maximum. Of course the projection by π of a 1-rarefaction curve onto state space is a classical 1-rarefaction curve.
The local reverse 2-rarefaction curve from U f ∈ C f is the arc of the rarefaction curve starting at U f , with s decreasing away from U f . We denote this arc of rarefaction by R r 2 (U f
In the same way, we define the map ψ : Son −→ C.
The 1-composite curve from U s is the set of points U in Son such that ψ(U) ∈ R 1 (U s ). In other words, 1-composites are the pullbacks by ψ of 1-rarefaction curves. The local 1-composite curve is the arc of the 1-composite starting at the 1-inflection locus with decreasing s. We denote this curve by CO 1 (U s ).
The reverse 2-composite curve from U f is the set of points U ∈ Son such that ψ(U) ∈ R r 2 (U f ). In other words, the reverse 2-composite curves are the pullbacks by ψ of reverse 2-rarefaction curves. The local reverse 2-composite curve from U f is the arc of the reverse 2-composite starting at the 2-inflection locus with increasing s. We denote this curve by CO r 2 (U f ). 4.2. Local wave curves. In this paper, we define the local 1-wave curve in
, as a succession of arcs of the following kinds: local 1-rarefaction, local 1-shock and local 1-composite arcs, all from U L . We list now the transitions between local arcs. These transitions are only continuous in M 3 . (a) 1-rarefaction to 1-shock. In this case we consider a 1-rarefaction arc and a 1-shock arc both starting at the same point U s in C s ; the speed s increases along the rarefaction arc and decreases along the shock arc. (b) 1-rarefaction to 1-composite. When the 1-rarefaction arc reaches the inflection locus, we continue with a local 1-composite arc (remember that composite curves are defined on the Son surface, and that the inflection locus is contained in this surface). There are also transitions involving non-local wave arcs; we list those to which Theorem 5.1 applies. We warn the reader that there are a few other transitions in general, which will not be treated here. -composite to (non-local) 1-rarefaction. In this case we also use an arc of the Hugoniot curve as an auxiliary element. When the 1-composite arc reaches the double contact locus at a point Q 1 , we construct the auxiliary Hugoniot arc, which intersects the characteristic surface at a point Q 2 such that s(Q 2 ) = s(Q 1 ). From this point the 1-wave continues with a (non-local) 1-rarefaction arc. Notice that the transitions in cases (d) and (e) are not even continuous in M 3 . As we are considering transitions from arcs of family 1 to arcs of family 1, it does not make sense to consider transitions from 1-rarefaction to 1-rarefaction, from 1-shock to 1-shock or from 1-shock to 1-composite.
Remark 4.1. Projection of the local 1-wave curves, W 1 (U L ), onto the (u , v )-space by π gives rise to the 1-wave curves described by Liu in [9] . (Actually Liu's wave curves were more general, as they included non-local arcs.)
Similarly we can define the local reverse 2-wave curve from a point U R in C f , denoted by W r 2 (U R ), as a succession of arcs of the following kinds: local reverse 2-rarefaction, local reverse 2-shock and local reverse 2-composite arcs, all from U R .
We remark that wave curves in M 3 are discontinuous at many transitions from one kind of non-local arc to another, even though their classical projections onto state space are continuous. Thus wave curves in M 3 are not good objects. The good generalizations of wave curves from state space to M 3 are the intermediate surfaces.
The intermediate surface. The Riemann data (1.2) for (1.1) is represented by a general point (U
We utilize the wave manifold to find the solution of the Riemann problem (U L , U R ), by finding the intersection of W r 2 (U R ) and a surface denoted by W 1 = W 1 (U L ), constructed as follows.
For each point U in a 1-shock S 1 (U L ) of the wave curve we consider the Hugoniot curve through U. As U moves along the 1-shock arc, the Hugoniot curves generate a surface denoted by W S 1 . In the same way, as U moves along a 1-rarefaction arc (or 1-composite arc), its Hugoniot curve generates a surface denoted by W R 1 (or W CO 1 In order to prove that each piece of W 1 is a regular surface, we assume that the coordinates of the flux functions satisfy a regularity condition that is stated precisely in the proof of the following result, which is technical and thus presented in Appendix C. We will take advantage of the differentiability of the intermediate surface at transitions of types (a) and (b) in Section 6. The differentiability at transitions of types (c), (d) and (e) will be used in future work, when the locality of shock, rarefaction and composite curves ceases to be required.
The construction of the Riemann solution in M
3 . In order to illustrate the usefulness of intermediate surfaces, we describe in this section the construction of the solution of the Riemann problem with data (U L , U R ). For simplicity, we assume that only local wave curves are involved. We define U L as the point in C s with both coordinates equal to U L ; similarly U R is the point in C f with both coordinates equal to U R . We will see that the Riemann solution in M 3 is represented by a sequence of points (shocks) and curves (rarefactions) with associated speeds that increase from U L to U R .
From the point U L we construct the intermediate surface W 1 (U L ) and from the point U R we construct the reverse 2-wave curve W r 2 (U R ). We assume that the intersection P 2 of W 1 (U L ) and W r 2 (U R ) exists and is transversal. Then there is at least one point P 1 in W 1 (U L ) ∩ sh (P 2 ). Notice that P 1 and P 2 have the same last coordinate, which we call U M . In the context of classical Riemann solutions for systems of two equations, U M is the intermediate (or middle) constant state. As mentioned in the introduction, the only case that makes sense is the one where the speed of the fastest wave in W 1 (U L ) is lower than the speed of the slowest wave in W r 2 (U R ), i.e, s(P 1 ) < s(P 2 ). We will take this inequality as an assumption from now on. Moreover we may regard the part of the Hugoniot curve between P 1 and P 2 as representing all points in the constant state U M parametrized by their speeds ranging from s(P 1 ) to s(P 2 ). This stems from the fact that Hugoniot curves are diffeomorphic to R (Assumption 2.2).
An equivalent and useful way of obtaining the Riemann solution in M 3 is to construct the reverse intermediate surface W
This intersection is a Hugoniot curve, consisting of points with the same last coordinate U M . This curve intersects W 1 (U L ) at the previous point P 1 = (U L , U M ). We assume that this intersection occurs transversally. This transversality implies that the point U M depends differentiably on U L and on U R . This other way of obtaining Riemann solutions justifies why the intersection between the discontinuous reverse 2-wave curves W r 2 (U R ) and the differentiable intermediate surface W 1 (U L ) gives rise to well posed Riemann solutions: any discontinuity occurs along Hugoniot curves, so it disappears because its projection onto U -space reduces to a point.
Next we describe the nine possible ways in which intersections occur, using the mechanisms introduced above.
Shock-shock intersection. A simple construction occurs when
. In this case P 1 , P 2 ∈ W S 1 (U L ) and the Riemann solution in M 3 is constructed through the Hugoniot curve connecting P 1 with P 2 . The point P 1 represents a 1-shock from the state U L to a state U M , the Hugoniot curve from P 1 to P 2 represents the constant state U M , and the point P 2 represents a 2-shock from the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/license/jour-dist-license.pdf 
W′ S
. We illustrate cases where P 2 belongs to a shock or to a composite segment of W r 2 (U R ).
state U M to the state U R . In the classical context, the Riemann solution is formed by taking a Lax 1-shock from U L to U M , followed by a constant state U M , followed by a Lax 2-shock from U M to U R . The descriptions of shock-rarefaction, rarefaction-shock and rarefaction-rarefaction intersections are similar to the shock-shock intersection case.
and U R lies on the 2-shock curve from P 2 . In this case the Riemann solution in M 3 is constructed by taking a 1-rarefaction from U L to a state U N = (U N , U N ) in C s , followed by a segment of 1-shock curve from U N to the compositeshock intersection P 1 ∈ Son , followed by a Hugoniot curve from P 1 to P 2 = (U R , U M ), followed by a 2-shock from P 2 to U R . In the classical context, this solution consists of a 1-rarefaction from the state U L to a state U N , followed by a left-characteristic 1-shock from U N to U M , followed by a constant state U M , followed by a Lax 2-shock from U M to the state U R . 
In this case the Riemann solution in M 3 is constructed by taking a 1-rarefaction from U L to U N = (U N , U N ) in C s , followed by a shock curve from U N to the left-characteristic 1-shock P 1 ∈ Son , followed by a Hugoniot curve from P 1 to P 2 ∈ Son , followed by a shock curve from P 2 to U O = (U O , U O ) in C f and then followed by a final 2-rarefaction from U O to U R . In the classical context, this solution consists of a 1-rarefaction from the state U L to a state U N , followed by a left-characteristic 1-shock from U N to U M , followed by a constant state U M , followed by a right-characteristic 2-shock from U M to U O , followed by a 2-rarefaction from U O to the state U R .
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The shock-composite and rarefaction-composite intersections can easily be obtained through variations of the constructions presented above.
Appendices.
A. The wave manifold. In this appendix we introduce the coordinates
Substituting (A.1) in (2.2) and eliminating s between the two equations, we perform a blow up process, and the wave manifold Notice that when we write Z = Y/X, we are implicitly assuming that X = 0. If X = 0, instead of Z we use z = 1/Z and X = zY . We warn the reader thatŪ andV are the U and V coordinates utilized in [10] and [4] ; these references contain the equations for the characteristic, sonic and sonic surfaces, as well as the Hugoniot and Hugoniot curves that follow. The characteristic surface C is given by
In the coordinates (A.1), Hugoniot curves are given by
and Hugoniot curves are obtained by changing X to −X:
Recall that in Section 2 we defined a speed function s in M 3 . The sonic surface is the set of points in M 3 such that dG, ds, and the second and third differential forms in (A.4) are linearly dependent. This condition leads to a zero determinant, so the sonic surface is given by an equation S (Ū,V , X, Z) = 0, as well as G = 0. Similarly, the sonic surface is given by an equation S(Ū,V , X, Z) = 0, obtained from S upon replacing X by −X. Parametric equations for Hugoniot curves are obtained by solving inŪ ,V and X the system
Remark A.1. Parametric equations for the Hugoniot curves are found by solving the system obtained from (A.5) upon replacing X by −X and (u s , v s ) by (u s , v s ) in the last two equations. Following [15] , the differential system for rarefactions is given by
Following [4] , the differential system for composite curves is given by
where S (Ū,V , X, Z) = 0 is the equation of sonic and ψ was defined in Subsection 4.1 when introducing the composite curves.
As an example, the normal form for quadratic flux functions F introduced in [15] is
Following [10] and [4] , we get G(Ū,V , X, Z) as
Notice that (A.9) does not depend explicitly on X. This fact will play a crucial role in Appendix B. We also notice that for quadratic flux functions, (A.5) is a linear system in U ,V and X. For the flux function (A.8), the sonic surface is given by G = 0 together with
where
and a 1 , a 2 , a 4 , b 1 and b 2 are the parameters in (A.8). As in [4] , the speed s is given by
B. Verification of Assumption 3.1 for quadratic flux functions. We follow the notation introduced in Appendix A. InŪ ,V , X, Z coordinates the wave manifold is given by G = 0, Hugoniot curves are given by (A.3) and Hugoniot curves are given by (A.4). From equation (A.2) we can represent a point U ∈ C by (Ū 0 ,V 0 , 0, Z 0 ). Solving system (A.5), the parametric equation for the Hugoniot curve through U is
Using Remark A.1, the parametric equation for the Hugoniot curve through U is
Here by an abuse of notation we used sh and sh to denote parametric equations for the Hugoniot and Hugoniot curves. C. Proof of Theorem 5.1. We recall that we are considering only points satisfying Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. We will use the following two results in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We will omit the proof of the first lemma because it is trivial.
Lemma C.1. Given a 3-dimensional manifold with non-singular vector field V, let Φ be its Poincaré map between two transversal sections Σ 1 and Σ 2 . Let us assume that P belongs to the intersection of Σ 1 and Σ 2 . If α 1 (τ ) is a curve in Σ 1 with α 1 (0) = P and α 2 (τ ) = Φ(α 1 (τ )), then the vectors α 1 (0), α 2 (0) and V (P ) are linearly dependent.
Lemma C.2. At any point in C, the tangent vectors to the Hugoniot, the Hugoniot and the rarefaction curves are linearly dependent. At a point on the inflection locus, the tangent vector to the composite curve also lies in the same plane as the tangent vectors to the rarefaction curve and to the Hugoniot curve.
Proof. For points in C, we substitute X = 0 in equations (A.3) and (A.4) and solve for the tangents to the Hugoniot and Hugoniot curves, respectively. The tangent to the rarefaction curve is given by equations (A.6). In system (A.3), adding the third equation to −Z times the second, we get ZdŪ − dV = 0. The same conclusion is valid for system (A.4), hence the linear dependence of the three vectors. For composites, we apply Lemma C.1, taking V as the tangent vector to the Hugoniot curves, Σ = C, Σ 1 = Son , α as the rarefaction curve, Φ as ψ and α 1 as the composite curve (remember that the composites are the pullbacks of rarefactions by ψ).
The first part of Lemma C.2 (on Hugoniot curves) was brought to our attention many years ago by C. Gutierrez, as mentioned in [10] .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We divide the proof into two parts: Piecewise differentiability. To prove that each surface W S 1 , W R 1 and W CO 1 is differentiable we need regularity conditions I, II and III, which are stated when needed in the proof; of course, conditions I, II and III are valid for quadratic flux functions.
We assume that the gradient of G is nowhere zero, so that G = 0 is a well defined manifold; this is certainly the case for quadratic flux functions and their perturbations in the C 3 -Whitney topology. First we consider W S 1 , the saturation by Hugoniot curves of a 1-shock curve. We begin with a point (Ū 0 ,V 0 , X 0 , Z 0 ) in the 1-shock curve specified by (u s , v s ) and consider (Ū,V , X, Z) in the Hugoniot curve through (Ū 0 ,V 0 , X 0 , Z 0 ). The surface W S 1 will be described by a system of 6 equations in the 8 variables
The first 3 equations (1-shock curves) are obtained from system (A.5) upon replacing (Ū,V , X, Z) by (Ū 0 ,V 0 , X 0 , Z 0 ). The three remaining equations (Hugoniot curves) are also obtained from system (A.5) upon replacing X by −X, u s byŪ 0 − X 0 /2 and v s bȳ V 0 − Z 0 X 0 /2 in the last two equations.
Solving the four equations that do not involve G forŪ 0 ,V 0 , X 0 and Z 0 , we ob-
Thus we end up with 2 equations inŪ ,V , X and Z. One of the equations is just G(Ū,V , X, Z) = 0 and the other is G (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) = 0. We assume that zero is a regular value for the map from
; this is the regularity condition I. For the surface W R 1 , which is the saturation by Hugoniot curves of a 1-rarefaction, the proof is similar. We replace system (A.5) by parametric equations for rarefaction curves,Ū 0 = R 1 (η),V 0 = R 2 (η), X 0 = 0 and Z 0 = R 3 (η). Upon replacing X by −X, u s by R 1 (η), and v s by R 2 (η) in the last two equations of system (A.5), we get a system of 3 equations in the 5 variables (Ū,V , X, Z, η). We assume that the 3 equations have linearly independent gradients; this is the regularity condition II.
The proof for the surface W CO 1 , the saturation by Hugoniot curves of a 1-composite, uses the same procedure as for W R 1 , replacing the functions R i (η) by CO i (η), i = 1, 2, 3. Again we will have 3 equations in the 5 variablesŪ ,V , X, Z and η, which need to have linearly independent gradients; this is the regularity condition III.
The three conditions above are valid for C 3 -Whitney perturbations of quadratic flux functions.
Differentiability at transitions. For the sake of brevity we make use of the language of differential forms [1] . The list that follows was established in Section 4.2.
(a) Transition from W R 1 to W S 1 . Let U be a point in C. 
for which we want a non-trivial solution. The determinant of system (C.1) must vanish, and since dS (Sh ) = 0 because of the definition of Sh , the determinant is just the product −ψ * (ω(Sh ))dS (Sh). Let us show that ψ * (ω(Sh )) = 0. On C, the vectors R, Sh and Sh are linearly dependent, so Sh = cSh + eR for some unknown c and e. As R is in the kernel of ω, ω(Sh ) = cω(Sh) + eω(R) = cω(Sh). Taking the pullback, we get ψ * (ω(Sh )) = cψ * (ω(Sh)), and it suffices to show that ψ * (ω(Sh)) = 0. Since C is defined by X = 0, the second and third equations in (A.3) become dŪ = 0 and dV = 0. So, (ZdŪ − dV )(Sh) = 0, which implies ψ * ((ZdŪ − dV )(Sh)) = 0, so that the vectors Co, Sh, Sh are linearly dependent in Son . To complete the proof that the transition from W S 1 to W CO 1 is smooth we use the same argument as in case (a). (d) Transition from W S 1 to W R 1 . In this case a 1-shock curve arriving at Son is followed by a Hugoniot curve connecting Son to C and then followed by a rarefaction, i.e., at this transition W S 1 and W R 1 intersect along the Hugoniot curve connecting Son to C. We use the natural extension of the map ψ (defined in Subsection 4.1 when discussing composite curves) to a neighborhood of Son in M 3 to pull back the rarefaction curves into a family of curves in Son, which we may call composite , since they are the analogues of the composite curves defined in Son . The argument used in (c) to prove that the tangent vectors to the 1-shock, Hugoniot and 1-composite curves are linearly dependent at points in Son applies to prove that the tangent vectors to the 1-shock, Hugoniot and composite curves are linearly dependent at points in Son. The rest of the proof is the same as in case (c), using ψ instead of ψ. (e) Consider a (non-local) 1-shock curve S 1 (Q 1 ) through Q 1 . From cases (c) and (d), we know that the transitions from W S 1 (Q 1 ) to W CO 1 (U L ) and from W S 1 (Q 1 ) to W R 1 (Q 2 ) are differentiable along sh (Q 1 ). Therefore the transition from W CO 1 (U L ) to W R 1 (Q 2 ) is also differentiabe along sh (Q 1 ).
Remark C.3. The projection of the smooth intersection W S 1 ∩W CO 1 onto state space along Hugoniot curves is a point that satisfies the hypothesis of the Bethe-Wendroff theorem.
D. The Bethe-Wendroff theorem. In this appendix we state the version of the Bethe-Wendroff theorem in Furtado's doctoral thesis [5] . Furtado constructed oneparameter families of composite waves by combining the differential equations for a rarefaction curve with the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, following [9] .
Consider the states U 0 (ξ) in the rarefaction portion of the composite wave for ξ between ξ 0 and η, where U 0 (ξ) satisfies U ξ = r i (U ) and r i (U ) is the right eigenvector of dF . Let U denote the state on the opposite side of the discontinuity from U 0 (η). Then the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are satisfied: is nonzero, the implicit function theorem guarantees that the composite locus is a onedimensional manifold in a neighborhood of (U, η) unless, for some j, This theorem was first proved in [19] for the Hugoniot loci and then extended in [13] to composite loci.
